
Essay Outline 

Discuss the increasing problem of desertification, focusing on the causes, the global 

effects and local effects. 
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Essay.  
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Introduction 

 Human civilization started = farming started / farming needs good land 
 

 Now almost a third of land on earth = desert or semi-desert / Africa = two thirds 
desert / China = 27% and deserts growing there by 2,460 km2 yearly bc. of 
desertification (Littlewood, 2009) 
 

 Desertification = process, productive land becomes unproductive bc. loses soil 
quality & quantity / caused by people’s actions or climate change  
(Desertification, 1990) 

 

 Important bc. world’s population increasing = world needs more food, but 
desertification = less good land for farming = less food. 
 

 Examine reasons for desertification / discuss its effects at both local & global levels 
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Main Body 1 
Major cause of desertification = two human activities: overgrazing & 
deforestation (Desertification, 1990) 

 
1) Overgrazing – too many farm animals / stay in one place – eat plant cover.  No 

plant cover =  soil blown/washed away = erosion = desertification (UNEPA, n.d.) 
 
2) Deforestation – Trees stabilise soil but many parts of world wood = fuel for cooking 

+ heating. Urban pop. increase = need more fuel = cut more trees E.g. Sahel area – 
90 km no trees around Khartoum, Sudan (UNEPA, n.d.)                                                  
When trees cut = soil unshaded = hotter = more evaporation = more salt in soil = 
less plants = floods = more soil erosion = more desertification (Brown, 2000) 
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Main Body 2 
Desertification – affects millions at global level in three main ways. 
 
1. Migration – millions move from rural to crowded urban areas – could be 50 million 

people in next 10 yrs.  E.g. Inside Mexico & Mexico to USA migration bc. of 
desertification  

 
2. Huge dust storms = bad health esp. for young & old E.g. April 2013 China dust 

storm = 3 weeks, closed airports, hospital admissions increased  
 

3. Global Food Crisis – 2008 – less farmland bc. of desrtification = less food from farms 
= higher food prices E.g. 2008 wheat prices rose 130%, soy increased 87%  
(Sanders, 2014) 
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Main Body 3 
Most serious effects in local desertified areas. 
 
1. Desertification = people in local areas have more floods (Brown, 2000) & also 

forced to move to cities (Sanders, 2014). 
 

2. Most serious problem = Ninety % people in desertified areas = developing countries 
= about 2 bill. people.  People in developing countries = mainly poor, so no food 
from farming = death by starvation. E.g. 1970s drought & desertification in Sahel = 
famine = 200,000 dead. (Brown, 2000) Another e.g. = 1980s desertification in 
Sudan= around 100,000 dead bc. no food (Littlewood, 2009)  
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Conclusion 
 has examined causes of desertification & effects on local people & on world 
 

 1)Desertification mainly caused by overpopulation, results = overgrazing removes 
plants & deforestation bc. of cutting trees for fuel = both cause soil erosion                  
2)Global effects = increased migration to overcrowded cities, giant dust storms 
make health problems & higher prices for food due to reduced food production                   
3)Local effects = more floods & migration, but worst effect = mass death by 
starvation in poorer, developing countries 
 

 opinion = desertification = increasingly serious problem , not just for poor people in 
developing countries, but also whole world 
 

 recommend world govt.s work together to find new, cheap cooking fuel or method 
so no need cut trees.  Also, give food aid to poor & everyone should plant trees. 
 

 In the future, scientists & govt.s will develop ways to turn desert back to productive 
land 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 


